
Strategies Applied:

•If you follow me, you know I use coupons – and if you know about coupons, you

know all kinds of condiments can be picked up at no cost, including salad 

dressings. Why would I make a dressing at cost? Two reasons: a homemade 

always tastes better and is better for you. Take a look at the ingredients in any 

bottled salad dressing…
•Oil: Here I usually use POV (plain old vegetable) but grapeseed is a more 

healthier, mild tasting oil and is a good substitute. I haven’t tried this with Olive

Oil, but the other ingredients are strong enough it might work with a mild one. 

Olive oil will harden eventually in the fridge. $2.49 is a good price for 48 ounces

of POV on a store sale, so the cost for this is 27 cents.
•Ketchup: Heinz: 40 oz bottle, I regularly get free in the summer. If I have to 

pay, I‘ll generally go no higher than a dollar a bottle. Cost free.
•Sugar: Often on sale before any Holiday, especially at Thanksgiving, 

Christmas and Easter. I’m not a heavy year round baker, so I try to stock up at 

these times. You’ll especially see the smaller bags on sale. A good price is 

$1.49 to $1.69 per pound, on sale, and often with a manufacturer’s coupon or a

store coupon. One pound averages 2 cups, $1.42, so 1/4 a cup is 18 cents.
•Vinegar: Every so often they’ll have coupons for vinegar, making name brand 

lower than store price. Best time to buy is generally around Easter for the basic 

White or Apple Cider. Summer is usually when you’ll find the good cooking 

vinegar on sale. I’ll find sale prices, too, around Thanksgiving and Christmas. 

Stock up on the best prices because they keep forever. Often sales are not 

advertised, and you can find coupons, now and then, for both the basic and the 

fancier vinegars. Last bought White Wine for 86 cents a bottle, ¼ cup is about 

10 cents.
•Worcestershire: Another item I get for free on sale with coupons in the 

summer, like most condiments. Cost free.
•Tabasco: Another item I get for free on sale with coupons in the summer, like 

most condiments…but with Tabasco, I often pick up all year round with 

coupons. If you see new flavors with high dollar coupons, don’t be afraid to try 

them out and stock up – these specials don’t last long after the new product 

comes out. Cost free.


